
Month: April, 2019

Theme of the month: Dreams and Goals Class: VIII

Value of the Month: Empathy

Subjects WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4

ENGLISH
Honey Dew-The Ant and the 
Cricket,Grammar Nouns,Writing-Letter 
to Editor

Supp Reader-How the Camel got its 
Hump,Grammar-Verbs,Writing-Letter 
of Order

Honey Dew-The Tsunami, Worksheet, 
Grammar-Non-Finites, Tenses, Writing-
Informal Letter

* * * * 

MATHS
Introduction to Rational Numbers 
Ex1.1,1.2

Ex 1.2,1.3
Introduction to Chapter 2 Linear 
Equations in one Variable

* * * * 
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Ex1.1,1.2 Equations in one Variable

SCIENCE

Physics:  Ch- Force and pressure-
Effects of force.         
Chemistry : Ch- Coal and Petroleum - 
Exhaustible and inexhaustible 
resources 
Biology : Crop production and 
management Introduction.

Physics:  Ch- Force and pressure- 
Units of force.         
Chemistry : Ch- Coal and Petroleum - 
Renewable and  Non renewable 
resources  
Biology : Crop production and 
management Agricultural practices.

Physics:  Ch- Force and pressu re- 
Introduction to  Pressure, Obtain relation 
between force and pressure         
Chemistry : Ch- Coal and Petroleum - 
Fossil fuels, Utilisation of fossil fuels   
Biology : Crop production and 
management- Animal husbandry

* * * * 

SOCIAL 
SCIENCE

Geography: 1. Resources                             
History: 1. How, When and Where?

History: 1. How, When and Where? Civics : 1.The Indian Constitution * * * * 

ICT
Cloud Computing, Advantages of 
Cloud computing, Description on 
applications

Introduction to Artificial Intelligance, 
Robotics, Fields in which robotes are 
used

Visual reality, virtual reality, Introduction 
to Tablets, Types of Tablets, Advantages 
of using tablets

* * * * 

II LAN 
TELUGU L-1 Amma kosam: Vyakaranam

L-2 Illu anandaala harivillu: 
Vyakaranam

Textual gramma r& Q - A  discussed * * * * 

II LAN
L.1 Dhwani explanation L.1 Dhwani completion Textual grammar & Q-A discussed * * * * 

II LAN
HINDI

L.1 Dhwani explanation L.1 Dhwani completion Textual grammar & Q-A discussed * * * * 

III LAN 
TELUGU

L-1 Desabhakti L-2 Atyaasa Textual grammar & Q-A discussed * * * * 

III LAN 
HINDI

l.1.Madhuravaani Madhuravaani  textual grammar . L.1- Prardnaha * * * * 



Subjects WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4

French 
Language

Lesson 1: La rentree                                                                     
Text comprehension                                                     
-Definite articles                                                     
-Indefinite articles  

Lesson 1: La rentree                             -
Verbs (er,ir,oir)                                           
-Negative sentences

Lesson 1: La rentree-Averbs of quantity                          
-Exercises

* * * * 

MUSIC 

Topic : Singing
Song  : Showers Of Blessings
Imp Terms : Use Pitch, tempo and 
timing For Vocals, Beat and Style for 
Instrument

Topic: Harmony
Song: We are so Proud Of our School
Imp terms: Group singing with 
different Voice modulations along 
with musical instruments

Topic : Ensemble
 Song : Make me {instrumental}
Terms and Procedure: Children will Play 
all types of musical instruments together

* * * * 

DANCE
Demonstrate basic axial movement 
skills in a variety dance experiences

Follow basic visual and musical cues 
in dance experiences

Walk on music observation of beat and  
body rhythm and Performing verity 
dance steps on simple dance 

* * * * 
skills in a variety dance experiences in dance experiences

dance steps on simple dance 

SEP

(G) Table tennis
Basic rules 
Fore Hand & back Hand wall practice
(G) Throw ball
Basic rules,over hand Throw and 
recive.

Physical Fitness:
muscular strength, endurance, 
flexibility.

Table Tennis Rally 
Defence and attacking
Throw Ball:
servicing , fouls in service, how to 
placing while servicing.

* * * * 

ARTS/
CRAFTS

Knowing art, Art elements of Art:- line 
art, shape, form, space, Colour, 
value, Texture

Colour wheel, hades, Tints, Tones, 
Tonal valuesnin pencil grey

Perspective, one point perspective, two 
point perspective, linear perspective

* * * * 

KARATE Martial Arts basics Punches, Front Kick Rounds kick * * * * 

VEP Goal Setting Process  - - - - Goal Setting Process * * * * 

LSP  - - - - Self Awareness  - - - - * * * * 



Subjects WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4

SWIMMING

Learners: Will learn how to enter and 
how to exit and basic fluttering kick.
Intermediate: kicking with help of kick 
pads for 25 mtr diastance.
Advanced: Freestyle repetition of 
laps, back stroke corrections.

Learners: Will learn how to  breath 
and bubble in water, continue with 
the freestyle kicking.
Intermediate:  Repitition of laps with 
kick pads,side breathing, freestyle 
repetition of laps.
Advanced: Freestyle repetition of 
laps, back stroke corrections.

Learners: Will learn how to  breath and 
bubble in water, continue with the 
freestyle kicking.
Intermediate: Repitition of laps with kick 
pads,side breathing, freestyle repetition 
of laps.
Advanced: Freestyle repetition of laps, 
back stroke corrections.

* * * * 

PARENT INVOLVEMENT ACTIVITY
Parents have an unrivaled role in nurturing and shaping internal traits like attitude, self-concept, confidence, and self-control . We can help 

children towards their dreams by guiding them to Set and achieve goals which involves  perception, level of self-discipline, abilities and children towards their dreams by guiding them to Set and achieve goals which involves  perception, level of self-discipline, abilities and 
attributes in areas such as academic success, IQ, social functioning, and even body mass index.You can talk about dreams, Share stories of 
resourceful people,make plans for a clear goal in mind,Discuss small, manageable steps, and then make a plan together to implement them. 

Talk about resources that are available as well as people who might be willing to assist your child. You may wish to set a time frame 
together and a deadline for when the goal might be completed. This is for motivation and accountability. Make a chart on a separate paper 
that lists up to five steps or micro-goals for achieving the goal. For each step, write a completion date and draw several boxes that can be 

checked as progress is made, encourage efforts and progress, celebrate acomplishments!! Praise and acknowledgment will solidify the 
importance of the accomplishment in their minds and spur them to future achievement.These ways you can foster your child’s 

resourcefulness and ability to achieve their goals!!!!

CREATIVE CLASSROOM DECOR 
Class Room will be decorated as per the Monthly Theme.

For any suggestions & feedback please mail us at principal@lakshyaschool.in

Class Teacher's Helpline: Name:  G. Lakshmi Madhavi                         Mobile Number: 7032250535

Signature of Principal

mailto:principal@lakshyaschool.in

